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 of Mass Effect 2 Mass Effect Trilogy DLC for the Xbox One and PlayStation 4 "The Disloyal Order of Zaeed is an alien
terrorist organization that first appeared in the original Mass Effect and which threatens the entire galaxy. In Mass Effect 3,

Shepard's actions left the Zaeed's power and influence in the galaxy largely unchecked, and they are now as active in the Milky
Way as ever." Contents show] In Mass Effect 3, the Zaeed's actions as part of the Cerberus offensive made them an enemy of

Shepard's team, the Alliance. They have now allied themselves with two other alien races, the Quarian Geth and the turian
Cabal, resulting in the creation of the three-way galactic threat known as The Reapers. The DLC offers four new conversation

options to the player in the third act of the game; a four-part conspiracy that will unfold over the course of your missions,
leading to one of three possible endings. In order to uncover the truth, it is necessary to play the DLC in its entirety (which you

can only do by owning Mass Effect 3 on the PC or Xbox 360 and playing the Mass Effect 3 Game Disc, which unlocks the
entire third act of the game). The DLC is released for Xbox 360 and PC, both with and without Origin. The Xbox 360 version

contains four downloadable quests for the main plot, and an additional four for the bonus quest (none of the NPCs or Quests are
available in the Xbox 360 version if you purchased Mass Effect 2 from Gamefly or other similar services).[1] All DLC content
must be acquired through Origin, as well. In order to access the DLC after finishing the main game, you must have Mass Effect
3 installed on your hard drive. Quests Edit The following is a list of the four different main questlines offered by Mass Effect 3,
the Quarian War Council, and the Zaeed's Legacy DLC. Each quest can be accessed at any time after obtaining the content, and
each of the main quests has the possibility of being played in a different order. The only requirement to complete the game is to
play through the main story and play through the Zaeed's Legacy DLC. The following table summarizes the four main quests: In

addition, each quest contains an optional side quest that can be completed to gain more points. Each side quest has three
possible ending options (as outlined below), with the ending and the point total given for the option completed being shown
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